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Fig. 1. Leonard Nones, In the last nine years…, [detail], 1969
Offset lithograph, 22 x 15.25” Published by Vietnam Veterans Against the War. GTM #P0484
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PRE-MUSEUM ACTIVITY

The U.S. & the Vietnam War
War, Protest, & Propaganda

Fig. 2

LOOK & DISCUSS: Anti-war Propaganda
Fig. 1 is one of many anti-war posters from the 1960s and 70s in this exhibition.
What message does it send about the Vietnam War? What aspect of war does it
focus on? What basic human value(s) does it appeal to? Another version was printed with the words, “The great
silent majority… We must speak for them” (Fig. 2). Does this add to or take away from its impact? How so?

READ & DISCOVER: Protesting & Primary Sources
Fig. 1 was originally published with Fig. 3 (below). Fig. 3, along with Fig. 1, is a primary source, written by the
Vietnam Veterans Against the War, one of many groups who protested U.S. involvement in the Vietnam War.
Read the text carefully. Then, answer the following questions below on a separate paper:
What are the main arguments presented in this article? What objections did the group have to the war?
Do you feel the arguments are well-founded and justified? Why or why not? Explain.

Fig. 3 (detail of Fig. 1)

FURTHER DISCUSSION
WHY PROTEST? Many groups protested U.S. involvement in Vietnam, objecting to Americans fighting and
being killed in the civil war of another country. Many people believed in the policy of isolationism.
WHY CREATE PROPAGANDA? Anti-war groups created posters to convince others to join them in protesting, in
hopes that the U.S. would withdraw. Many posters in the exhibition invite the viewer to participate in rallies.
MAKING CONNECTIONS
PROTESTING SEEN ACROSS MEDIA Outcries against Vietnam were not limited to posters. Many aspects
of popular culture were influenced. Listen to music (i.e. “The ‘Fish’ Cheer / I-Feel-Like-I’m-Fixin’-to-Die
Rag” by Country Joe & the Fish) and watch films from/about the era (i.e. Born on the 4th of July, Vietnam: A
Television History).
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IN-MUSEUM ACTIVITY

Strong Messages
Words, Images, & Changing Views

LOOK & DESCRIBE: Messages of Protest - Words & Images
The posters in this exhibition were created to communicate anti-war messages. The artists used a
combination of words, photographic images, and drawn images to shape these messages. Do you think words,
photographic images, or drawn images are the most effective? Why?
___________________________________________________________
Choose one poster that you feel has the strongest message. Sketch
the poster in the rectangle on right and answer the questions below.
Artist: ______________________________________________________
Title: ______________________________________________________
What about this poster makes it the most powerful?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Do you feel that the words, images, or combination of both words and
images are the most powerful part of this poster? Why?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
What human values and/or emotions does this poster appeal to?
____________________________________________________________

LEARN & CONSIDER: Two Sides to Every Issue & Memorializing the War
The posters in this exhibition are all anti-war. However, as Josefine Eckstrøm Lave explains in In Love & War:
The Anti-War Poster Art of the 1960s, “the poster art of the 1960s also included a call for arms. Not all
Americans protested the U.S. soldiers’ actions in Vietnam... a land consisting of approximately 300 million
people is never in agreement. The view of the Vietnam War has changed over the years, which we clearly see in
the design of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial... Memories have grown darker and perceptions more critical...”
What opinion of American involvement in The Vietnam War did you hold (if any) before seeing this exhibition?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
Has this exhibition influenced your view? If yes, how and why do you think this
is? If no, why do you think it hasn’t?
__________________________________________________________________
The Vietnam Memorial (Fig. 4), designed by Maya Ying Lin in 1982, created
great controversy. Its unconventional design caused displeasure, especially
among veterans. What is different about it compared to more traditional
memorials and why do you think many did not feel it was appropriate?
______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Fig. 4

“No event in American history is more misunderstood than the Vietnam War.
It was misreported then, and it is misremembered now.” - No More Vietnams, Richard Nixon
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POST-MUSEUM ACTIVITY
Propaganda Today
Create A Powerful Poster

Fig. 5

DISCUSS: Art as Propaganda, Then & Now

Artwork with a strong political message is not unique to the Vietnam War
era. Contemporary artists create artwork with similar aims today. What
current event/issue does Fig. 5 address? What message is it sending?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

CREATE: A Powerful Poster
Work individually or in pairs (students take opposing positions on the same issue). Brainstorm using the
questions that follow. What current issue might you comment on? What position would you take and why?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
What type of imagery and/or words might you use to communicate your message?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
What human values would you appeal to? ____________________________________________________________

WORDS TO KNOW

Research and write a persuasive article defending your position on the issue. Create an original poster designed
to persuade viewers. If desired, use a printmaking technique to produce multiple copies of each poster.
Vietnam War: One of the most debated wars in American history, the Vietnam War was a conflict between
Communist North Vietnam and South Vietnam. The U.S. became involved in 1961, backing South
Vietnam, and withdrew in 1973. At the time, it was the longest war ever fought by the United States.
primary source: A document, speech, or other sort of evidence that was written, created or otherwise
produced during the time under study. Primary sources offer an “inside view” of a particular event.
isolationism: A policy of remaining apart from the affairs or interests of other groups, especially the
political affairs of other countries.
propaganda: A form of communication that is aimed at influencing the attitude of a community toward
some cause or position by presenting only one side of an argument.
offset lithography: A printmaking process for high-volume printing such as newspapers, magazines and
advertising. Unlike a traditional lithograph in which the artist covers a printing plate with ink,
hand-applying colors and drawing directly on the plate, an offset lithograph is printed mechanically.
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